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Overview

• Part I: overview of GRBs (Gamma-
Ray Bursts)

• Part II :  my personal point of view

• conclusions and outlook
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In the observational sense, «what are gamma-ray 
bursts?»  has a straightforward answer: 

What are GRBS

 GRBs are unannounced flashes of X and gamma-rays
 detected from random places in the Universe.

In few seconds, GRBs emit as much energy as our Sun 
will release in its entire 10 billions years lifetime.
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But «what are gamma-ray bursts?»  means :

What are the astrophysical origin of 
gamma-ray bursts ?

What are the uses of gamma-ray bursts for 
cosmology ?

How they help us to understand the 
Universe
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Light curves The shape are different 
as the timescales which 
can vary from ms to 
few 100 s.

The time profiles may 
present multiple peaks 
or they can be simple 
without fine structure.

The shortest structures 
identified in the light 
curves of GRBs last 
only few ms.

No GRB appears to 
have strong evidence 
for periodicity.
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Light curvesPanoply of GRBs: GRBs 
light curves are like 
fingerprints: no two are 
alike but they share 
common properties:

duration :  few 10s

variability :  subsecond

The analysis of GRB 
duration has shown a 
bimodal distribution 
with two broad peaks: 
0.3 and 10-20 s

a n o t h e r c o m m o n 
p r o p e r t y : B A N D 
spectrum
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Temporal properties of GRBs 

[F. Quilligan et al. (2002)] 
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No consistent physical model for GRB light curve 
that explain all the properties of all GRBs

Morphology and temporal properties
the light curves of GRBs are quite variable from one 
GRB to another

At high energy GRB light curve appears sharper with 
short duration
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Angular distribution and NS paradigm 

during the 15 years which preceded 
the launch of CGRB, GRBs sources 
are believed as isolated NS with 
strong magnetic field:
-light curves quite variable and spiky
-non thermal spectrum (Apollo XVI, 
Konus, Venera probes)
-absence of counterparts
-the energy budget was also an 
argument against cosmological origin

In 1986, Pacynski pointed out that GRBs could be at 
cosmological distance, but 
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Spectra

The spectra of GRBs 
also exhibit differences 
between events but 
unlike light curves,  the 
vast majority of spectra 
measured so far appear 
to be well fitted by 
a simple empirical 
model
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Spectra
The BAND spectrum:

for low energy

for high energy

Typical numbers:
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Epeak&in&GRBs

Kaneko)et)al.,)The)Complete)Spectral)Catalog)of)Bright)BATSE)Gamma=Ray)Bursts,)2006
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Figure 1 Gamma-rays are excellent probes of the most energetic phenomena in na-
ture, that typically involve dynamical non-thermal processes and include interactions
of high energy electrons with matter, photons and magnetic fields; high energy nuclear
interactions; matter- antimatter annihilation and possibly other fundamental particle in-
teractions. Here shown are representative spectra ⌫F⌫ / ⌫2N(⌫) of GRBs (Kaneko et al.
2007; Kaneko et al. 2008) together with the Crab pulsar nebula (Kuiper et al. 2001) and
the galactic black hole candidate Cygnus X-1 (McConnell et al. 2002).

(Lithwick and Sari 2001), allowing rapidly-variable emission to occur at radii in
the range 1012 to 1014 cm.

Because the emitting region must be several powers of ten larger than the
compact object that acts as a trigger, there are further physical requirements.
The original internal energy contained in the radiation and pairs would, after ex-
pansion, be transformed into relativistic kinetic energy. A variant that has also
been suggested is based on the possibility that a fraction of the energy is carried
by Poynting flux (Blandford and Znajek 1977, Usov 1992). This energy cannot
be e�ciently radiated as �-rays unless it is re-randomized (Mészáros et al. 1994,
Narayan et al. 1992, Rees and Mészáros 1994, Paczyński and Xu 1994). Impact
on an external medium (or an intense external radiation field; e.g., Shaviv and
Dar 1995) would randomize half of the initial energy merely by reducing the ex-
pansion Lorentz factor by a factor of 2. For an approximately smooth distribution
of external matter, the bulk Lorentz factor of the fireball thereafter decreases as
an inverse power of the time. In the presence of turbulent magnetic fields built



VELA not equiped to do spectroscopy

140 GRBs spectra with Konus and Venera Probes: 
well fitted by a thermal bremsstrahlung of a hot thin 
plasma 

1982:  Fenimore proposed to explain spectrum by 
comptonization on BB (Tbb= 2 keV and Te = 150 keV)

1982:  Fenimore proposed to explain spectrum by 
comptonization on BB

1987 : synchrotron model for GRBs

Among 3000 bursts detected by BATSE,  only 16 
above 30 MeV and 5 with GeV photons

more on Spectra
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ABSTRACT

Observations of GRB 100724B with the Fermi Gamma-Ray Burst Monitor find that the spectrum is dominated by
the typical Band functional form, which is usually taken to represent a non-thermal emission component, but also
includes a statistically highly significant thermal spectral contribution. The simultaneous observation of the thermal
and non-thermal components allows us to confidently identify the two emission components. The fact that these
seem to vary independently favors the idea that the thermal component is of photospheric origin while the dominant
non-thermal emission occurs at larger radii. Our results imply either a very high efficiency for the non-thermal
process or a very small size of the region at the base of the flow, both quite challenging for the standard fireball
model. These problems are resolved if the jet is initially highly magnetized and has a substantial Poynting flux.

Key words: acceleration of particles – gamma-ray burst: individual (GRB 1000724B) – gamma rays: stars –
radiation mechanisms: non-thermal – radiation mechanisms: thermal

1. INTRODUCTION

The prompt emission detected from gamma-ray bursts
(GRBs) is believed to originate at large distances from the
central engine, from within an ultrarelativistic outflow (Piran
2004). This ultrarelativistic motion is necessary to avoid strong
γ γ annihilation, a signature that is not observed (see, e.g., Piran
1999). Thermal emission is naturally expected in such a sce-
nario. Indeed, since the densities at the base of the relativistic
flow are very large, the medium is optically thick to radiation
owing to Thomson scattering by entrained electrons. The optical
depth decreases during the relativistic expansion and the outflow
eventually becomes transparent for its own radiation, at the pho-
tospheric radius. Any internal energy that is still carried out by
the flow can be radiated at the photosphere and will be observed
as a thermal component in the prompt spectrum. This expected
photospheric emission in GRB spectra was early suggested on
such theoretical grounds by Goodman (1986), Mészáros (2002),
and Rees & Mészáros (2005), among others. The non-thermal
component observed in the spectrum has to be produced by an-
other mechanism in the optically thin region, i.e., well above
17 Institut Universitaire de France
18 NASA Postdoctoral Program Fellow.

the photosphere. Due to the ultrarelativistic motion, this differ-
ence in the radius of the emission implies a delay between the
observation of the two components that is usually small com-
pared to the typical duration of a long GRB and is also small
compared to the typical duration of time intervals used for time-
dependent spectroscopic analysis. The thermal and non-thermal
components should then appear superimposed for the observer
(e.g., Mészáros & Rees 2000). Daigne & Mochkovitch (2002)
pointed out that in the standard fireball model, the photospheric
component can easily be dominant in the spectrum if the effi-
ciency fNT of the mechanism responsible for the non-thermal
emission is only moderate (fNT ! 40%).

Observationally, Ghirlanda et al. (2003), Ryde (2004, 2005),
and Ryde et al. (2010) argued that a photospheric component is
present in CGRO BATSE data. The limited energy range pro-
vided by BATSE (20–2000 keV), however, hampered the possi-
bility of unambiguously identifying the emission process. Since
the launch of Fermi in 2008, the combination of the Gamma-
Ray Burst Monitor (GBM) and the Large Area Telescope (LAT)
provides an unprecedented energy range for GRB spectroscopy,
and the identification of the emission processes responsible for
the gamma-ray prompt emission may become a reality. GBM
alone covers a wider energy range than its predecessor BATSE,
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The Afterglow era and BeppoSAX
970228: the first X-ray 
afterglow at 8 hours 
and 3 days after GRB 
detection...

and the first optical 
counterpart detected
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GRB 970508

Multi-wavelength spectrum from X-rays to radio
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GRBs are at cosmological distance
• GRB970508  z=0.835

• GRB971214)z=3.42))the)Universe)was)only)2)
billions)years)old

• Huge)luminosity:

• same)order)of)energy)released)by)NS)coalescence)
but)this)luminosity)is)in)X)and)gamma)rays.
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From the 1995 debate at the Baird Auditorium of 
the Smithsonian museum of Natural History in 

Washinghton 

• Bodhan Paczynski: “At this time, the cosmological 
distance is strongly favored over the Galactic one, 
but it is not proven. ….At this time we have no clue 
as to their nature, even though well over a hundred 
suggestions were published in the scientific journals.” 

• Don Lamb: “We do not know the distance scale to 
GRBs. First I describe the recent discovery that many 
NS have high enough velocities to escape from the 
Milky Way. These high-velocity NS form a distant, 
previously unknown Galactic ‘corona’. This corona is 
isotropic when viewed from the Earth, and 
consequently, the population of NS in it can easily 
explain the angular and brightness distribution of the 
BATSE bursts.” 



The  canonical Afterglow

After the observations 
of X-rays afterglow by 
Swift a «canonical» 
light curve appeared
- 3 power law:
in i t ia l decay, very 
shallow decay and 
intermediate decay
- but not seen in all 
GRBs
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Afterglow (diversity)

In the fireball scenario, the 
d o m i n a n t e m i s s i o n 
mechanism is thought to be 
synchrotron radiation

But this theory fails to 
anticipate and explain the 
rich phenomenology of 
afterglows. This theory is an 
evolving one having been 
refined and added as the 
data have demanded
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Figure 2 Apparent isotropic �-ray energy as a function of redshift and observed duration.
The energy is calculated assuming isotropic emission in a common comoving bandpass
for a sample of short and long GRBs with measured redshifts. This spread in the inferred
luminosities obtained under the assumption of isotropic emission may be reduced if most
GRB outflows are jet-like. A beamed jet would alleviate the energy requirements, and
some observational evidence does suggest the presence of a jet.

up behind the shocks (Rees and Mészáros 1992), the electrons produce a syn-
chrotron power-law radiation spectrum which softens in time, as the synchrotron
peak corresponding to the minimum Lorentz factor and field decreases during
the deceleration (Katz 1994, Sari et al. 1996). Thus, the GRB radiation, which
started out concentrated in the �-ray range during the burst, is expected to pro-
gressively evolve into an afterglow radiation which peaks in the X-rays, then UV,
optical, IR and radio (Figure 3). Detailed predictions (Mészáros and Rees 1997)
of the afterglow properties, made in advance of the observations, agreed well
with subsequent detections at these photon energies, followed up over periods
of up to months. The detection of di↵ractive scintillation in the radio afterglow
of GRB 970508, provided the first determination of the source size and a direct
confirmation of relativistic source expansion (Frail et al. 1997), which was further
strengthened by the size measurement of the afterglow image of GRB 030329 by
radio interferometry with the VLBA (Taylor et al. 2004).

The complex time-structure of some bursts suggests that the central engine
may remain active for up to 100 s (Ramirez-Ruiz and Fenimore 2000) or possibly
longer (Falcone et al. 2007). However, at much later times all memory of the



The Amati Relation
Intrinsic spectral properties and 
energetics (after correction for 
cosmological redshift)

- small dispersion around the best 
fit
- quality of the correlation

The interpretation of the Amati 
relation is not straightforward 
because it is a reminiscent of a 
temperature-luminosity relation 
while GRB spectra are not 
thermal
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GRBs as probes of the Universe
Metallicity can be inferred using absorption lines of different atomic species. 
Metallicity is a very important parameter of the content of the Universe. GRBs 
afterglow measurements use absorption diagnostics giving access to the 
enrichment history of the interstellar medium of GRB host galaxies in the 
Universe

History of star formation is another important aspect where GRBs will be 
useful 
Traditionally: emission lines in optical give access to star formation rate (SFR). 
But if dust, undercounted SFR. 
So idea:  GRB in X and gamma penetrate dust and since we believe that long 
duration GRBs mark the birthplace of massive stars we can localize the SF 
irrespective of dust.
But difficult:  1) GRB progenitor prefer low metallicity -> bias
                   2) difficult to detect optical afterglow for redshift measurement
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Measuring reonization and 
the first objects in the 
Universe is also a goal of what 
can be done with GRBs.

idea:  QSO and galaxy appears to 
be decreasing at high z.  On the 
other hand GRB are 100 or 
1000000 more luminous than 
QSO or SN and there is no 
ev idence that GRB should 
decrease at high z

736 BLOOM ET AL. Vol. 691
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Figure 8. Rest-frame comparison of the most luminous optical/IR probes of
the distant universe, showing the absolute magnitude (Mr , in AB magnitudes
as defined by Oke & Gunn 1982) vs. time of GRB 080319B (red circles) and
SN 2006gy (blue triangles; Smith et al. 2007). Transformed light curves of
GRB 990123 (yellow stars; adapted from Galama et al. 1999) and GRB 050904
(green squares; adapted from Kann et al. 2007a) are also shown. For reference,
the most luminous known QSO (Schneider et al. 2007) is shown with a
dashed horizontal line; the distribution of SDSS QSO magnitudes, adapted from
Figure 6 of Schneider et al., is shown as horizontal banding (darker indicates
higher density of sources per unit magnitude). The afterglow of GRB 080319B
was the brightest GRB afterglow ever recorded and was at early times ∼103

times more luminous than the most luminous QSO.

three populations are sure to be important at some level (with
QSOs fainter at higher redshift, etc.), in the context of probing
the high-redshift universe, the overall impression is clear: for ∼
30 min in the rest frame (what would be ∼ 4 hr in the observer
frame at z = 7), GRB 080319b would have been brighter than
the brightest known QSO in the universe (see also Lazzati et al.
2001; Kann et al. 2006 for a discussion comparison of the GRB
population with QSOs).

We now turn our attention to detectability of such GRBs at
high redshift (leaving aside the question of their existence; see,
e.g., Bromm & Loeb 2007; Naoz & Bromberg 2007). Given
the observed light curve and intrinsic spectrum of this burst
(Section 2), to what redshift could similar events be detected
by present and future missions? The peak photon flux from
GRB 080319B in 1 s is ∼ 1 × 1059 photons s−1. For a BAT
threshold flux of 0.8 photons cm−2 s−1 for Epk,obs ! 100 keV
(Band 2003), the event would be detected out to z = 10.7
(8σ ). For the nominal EXIST (Grindlay 2007) threshold of 0.2
photons cm−2 s−1, the event would be detected out to z = 32.
The ability to detect an afterglow for an extreme event of
this nature is even more remarkable because of time-dilation
effects—shifted to z ≈ 32 or potentially even further, the
afterglow luminosity at late times is nearly independent of
distance at high redshift. Aside from the effects of line-of-
sight absorption by neutral hydrogen, GRB 080319B would
remain visible even if placed well into the epoch of reionization
(Figure 9).

We conclude with a rumination on the extrapolation of the
features of the afterglow toward the low-redshift universe. At
z = 0.17, the distance of the nearest nonunderluminous GRB
to date (GRB 030329), this event would peak at R ≈ 1 mag,
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Figure 9. Observability of GRB 080319B in the observer-frame K band at
a variety of redshifts, based on a simple model of the temporal and spectral
evolution of the afterglow bootstrapped from the V-band light curve. The dotted
lines cover the gap in optical (V-band) coverage. The afterglow, which would
have been as bright as Vega if the event occurred at z = 0.40, remains remarkably
bright even to z ≈ 16. The purple filled circles show the observed K-band
light curve from this paper, showing a good agreement with the model of the
z = 0.937 (purple) curve (suggesting, too, that the interpolation in the V-
band time gap is appropriate). The PAIRITEL cumulative 10σ point-source
sensitivity is shown, assuming a nominal start time after GRB trigger of 51 s.
For all redshifts where the universe is transparent to Lyα photons, this source
could have easily been detected by submeter class telescopes.

nearly as bright as the brightest stars in the sky. Or, to carry the
comparison to its greatest extreme, we might envision a situation
in which a GRB similar to GRB 080319B were to occur in our
own Galaxy. At a distance of 1 kpc (and neglecting the probable
substantial extinction along Galactic lines of sight at optical
wavelengths), the optical flash would peak at magnitude about
−28.5, several times the brightness of the Sun. Such an event
must assuredly be extremely unusual—the Galactic GRB rate is
probably no greater than 1 per 105 to 106 years (Podsiadlowski
et al. 2004; see also Stanek et al. 2006), likely only 1% of
such bursts are collimated toward Earth, and this is among the
brightest 0.1% of bursts ever observed. Altogether, the rate is
probably less than 1 per 1010–1011 yr: unlikely to have ever
happened even over the long timescale of geological history,
and certainly not a spectacle we can expect to witness anytime
soon.
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Berkeley is supported by National Science Foundation (NSF)
grant AST–0607485 and the TABASGO Foundation, as well as
by NASA/Swift Guest Investigator grants NNG05GF35G and
NNG06GI86G. S.L. was partly supported by the Chilean Centro
de Astrofı́sica FONDAP No. 15010003 and by FONDECYT
grant 1060823. We thank J. Brewer of the IFMD Foundation.
This publication makes use of data products from the 2MASS,
which is a joint project of the University of Massachusetts
and the Infrared Processing and Analysis Center/California

A l s o : n e u t r i n o s , 
gravitational waves and 
cosmic rays
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Compactness problem

Non thermal spectrum optically thin region

Variability size of the source optically thick region

such source cannot emit
non thermal photons

ultra relativistic motion
mercredi 3 octobre 12



Opacity

density of photons (high energy):

Fluence of the GRB: 
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Jet and collimation

Existence of a standard energy reservoir (Frail 2001) 

- Photons emitted isotropically 
with a Lorentz factor appear 
beamed in the observer frame
- There is no way to distinguish 
between isotropic emission or 
beamed emission 
- but with time we can see jet 
breaks (                             )
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The «true» energy is computed with the efficiency of 
the fireball to convert kinetic energy to radiation 

Consequence: this will modify the rate of GRB
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Fireball and internal shocks
Before the light of a GRB escapes, the 
outflowing material needs to accelerate to 
relativistic speeds
A significant amount of energy (at least 
what it is equal in gamma-rays) is deposited 
in a small region

The source is compact and the energy 
density is high. This soup of particle and light 
is opaque and only few photons escape

Therefore the energy is trapped and since 
there is nothing to confine the fireball, it 
expands.

The internal energy is converted into bulk 
outward flow

Relativistic collisionless shocks are the place 
where kinetic energy is transfered to 
radiation in two different ways: internal 
shocks of external shocks
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• Many models proposed: 
-
-
-

-

 

 

The GRB possible progenitors 

From energetics, variability  time scales and  GRB duration : 

  classification in short and long GRBs 

-
-

Failed SNe (Woosley93); 
collapsar (Paczynski98); 
Binary NS or NS-BH merger 
(Narayan+92); 
WD-NS merger 
Fireshell Model (Ruffini+01) 
Supranova model 
(Vietri+98) 



• Energetics.  
- From the similar kinetic energy of outflowing shells, a small 

conversion efficiency  (e.g., Daigne+98). 
Internal shocks  can hardly produce the observed radiation. 

• Energy distribution between prompt  and 
afterglow 
- External shocks should be more efficient;  
- Instead we found more energy released during the 

prompt emission (confirmed by Swift). 



  
  GRBs are very rare phenomena 

(compared to SN explosions) 
 
          
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
 
   
 

 

What causes some small fraction of CC-SNe to 
produce observable GRBs, while the majority do not?   

GRB/SNe-I(b)c: 3%-0.01% 
Ibc/CC ~ 0.25 
GRB/CC-SN  < 1% or << 1%  
                                  



Intermezzo

• Dirac: «I understand what an equation means if I 
have a way of figuring out the character of its 
solution without actually solving it»

• In)stellar)evoluTon)one)of)the)key)parameter)is)the)
mass)of)the)stars))

GRBs are related to the dead of massive stars (true)

Q1: Is the mass of the progenitor a key parameter to 
understand GRBs ?
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Facts on GRBs

• Extremely high energy budget: 1051=1054)ergs

• Timescale)of)the)prompt)emission:1=100)seconds

• Most)of)energy)is)emiWed)in)X=rays)or)gamma=rays)
within)interval)of)few)10=100)keV

• Death&of&massive&stars
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Facts on GRBs

• cosmological phenomenon: unique picture 
(from low to high z)

• order)of)1)event)every)3)days:)rare&event

• RelaTve)number)of)GRBs)to)SN)Ibc)is)about)
0.4%=3%)(GueWa)and)Della)Valle,)2007)

• Importance)for)cosmology)
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Environment

• Some GRBs are associated with SN Ibc

• Host)environments)of)GRBs)are)less)metal=rich)
than)host)environments)of)broad=lined)SN)Ic)
where)no)GRB)was)observed

• Long)GRB)and)core=collapse)supernovae)have)
different)environments)(Fruchter)et)al.)2006)

• highly)ionized)gas)no)explained

Any study of Gamma-Ray Bursts invites consideration of the 
factors  that produce such exceptional events
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Metallicity 

• GRB hosts are low in 
luminosity and low in metal 
abundances (Starling et al. 
2005)

• The)environment)of)every)
broad=lined)SN)Ic)that)had)
no)GRB)is)more)metal)rich)
than)the)site)of)any)broad=
lined)SN)Ic)where)a)GRB))
was)detected)(Modjaz)et)al.)
2008)
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PISNe as possible candidate

• Explosive process different form the CC SN

• Low)metallicity))

• High)Energy)budget

On the pair-instability supernovae and gamma-ray burst phenomenon.

P. Chardonnet, V. Chechetkin and L. Titarchuk

Astrophys.Space Sci.325:153-161,2010.
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Model)of)Pair=instability)SN

AbsorpTon)of)energy)to)create)rest
mass)of)the)pairs)
When)a)sufficient)amount)of)the)star
entered)in)this)area)it)becomes
)dynamically)unstable
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Numerical simulations 

Oxygen core ~100 M⊙ 

Envelope? of He and H 

• Spherical symmetry 
 

• Computation of the 
core only 
 

• Polytrope with =4/3 
 P=K 

 
 
 



Numerical)simulaTons

Neutrino)lossesNuclear)burning
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Nuclear reactions 



Results 



33
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Results:)density)–)temperature

Central)densityCentral)temperature
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Results:)Tmescale
Nuclear)burning)energy
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same)mass
)but)different
configuraTons)
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)pr
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Epeak&in&GRBs

Kaneko)et)al.,)The)Complete)Spectral)Catalog)of)Bright)BATSE)Gamma=Ray)Bursts,)2006
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 Amati et al. (A&A 2002)

BeppoSAX GRBs
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AmaT)RelaTon:

AmaT)relaTon)from)[L.)AmaT,)F.)Frontera)and)C.)Guidorzi,)2009]
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On a physical interpretation of the 
Amati Relation 

Since source of energy is nuclear burning 
 
 
 

 
 



Importance)of)rotaTon
)(Woosley/)Glatzel)

Binding)energy

Higher)values)of)mass)and
also)on)Enuc)or)Eiso
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A1: In the framework of PISNe explosion, the mass of 
the progenitor is a key parameter to understand GRBs 
physics 

Consequence :  if GRBs are a subset of PISNe 
then we can compute the ratio of GRBs to SN 
type Ibc using Salpeter function
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Q2:  Are all PISNe  doing GRBs explosion ?

But new questions...

A2 :  Presumably not all - We need more investigation. 
Certainly related to core-envelope understanding

How the star expel the envelope:
 oscillations / violent eruptions 
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From)L.Tornatore)et)al.)2007)
Mont.)Not.)R.)Astron.)Soc)382,)945

PopulaTon)III)stars:)hidden)or)disappeared

A3: Pockets of almost pristine gas (Z<Zcr)
 continue to exist 

Q3: Are PISNe too massive to be observed in our local 
Universe ?
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Q4:  How to explain the time variability of the prompt 
emission ?

This is fundamental question that could be solved only 
with more accurate computations 

It is related to the fragmentation of the core during 
the explosion

We have proposed a toy model in order to test this 
idea
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Temporal properties of GRBs 



Multidimensional approach 

• Oxygen core : 100 solar mass

• Radius)of)the)core):)0.3)solar)radius

• Central)density):)

• Central)Temperature):

PPML algorithm described in Ustyugov et al. (2009)
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IniTal)condiTons

49

!!

The energy 5. 10^52 ergs was deposited in the central region . This region 
contains  60 solar mass.
The pictures were obtained with 2D PPML code in cylindrical geometry 
(r,z) on 1600 1600 grid.
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Possible explanation of variability 
Example of simulation in 2D 



Simulated lightcurves 



Simulated lightcurves 



Simulated lightcurves 



Simulated lightcurves 



Temporal properties of GRBs 

[F. Quilligan et al. (2002)] 



Q5 : GRB spectrum,
 Evidence of thermal component + power law

Always new questions...

Q6 : Cosmology with GRBs,
 Rather specific since PISNe will predict an 
enhancement of GRBs at high z

Q7 : Association GRBs with SN Ibc
 related to question 2
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[F. Ryde (2004)] 

A1: Spectrum 
Black body component 



Spectrum-
Possible-fit-



Spectrum-
GRB-090618-



Spectrum-
GRB-090618-



Conclusions  (for part II)

• The Amati Relation is a fundamental property of 
the engine and could be explained in first 
approximation by the mass of the progenitor

• MulTdimensional) code) could) explain) the) prompt)
emission)during)the)fragmentaTon)of)the)core

• More)energeTc)GRBs)expected)at)high)z

• GRB/SN)rate)using)Salpeter)funcTon

• BeWer) understanding) of) PISNe) related) to) GRBs:)
key)role)of)how)the)envelope)is)expelled)
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Epilogue
Physical origin of GRBs remains a focal point of research and 
debate more than 40 years since they were first detected by 
VELA satellite in charge of monitoring the respect of BAN test 
treaty. When it was discovered that they were not atomic 
bomb, the world heaved a sigh of relief: it was not bomb but 
astrophysical objects.
But nobody take care, with the most important fact discovered 
by BeppoSAX in 1997 that they are the most extreme 
luminous objects in the Universe.
What will happen to our Earth is one GRBs exploded in  our 
Galaxy ?
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